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Abstract
The random cluster model on a general innite graph with bounded degree wired at innity
is considered and a \ghost vertex" method is introduced in order to explicitly construct random
cluster measures satisfying the Dobrushin{Lanford{Ruelle condition for q>1. It is proved that
on a regular nonamenable graph there is a q0 such that for q>q0 there is a phase transition for
an entire interval of values of p, whereas on a quasi-transitive amenable graph there is a phase
transition for at most a countable number of values of p. In particular, a transitive graph is
nonamenable if and only if there is a phase transition for an entire interval of p-values for large
enough q. It is also observed that these results have a Potts model interpretation. In particular,
a transitive graph is nonamenable if and only if the q-state Potts model on that graph has the
property that for q large enough there is an entire interval of temperatures for which the free
Gibbs state is not a convex combination of the q Gibbs states obtained from one-spin boundary
conditions.
It is also proved that on the regular tree, Tn, with q>1 and p close enough to 1, there is
unique random cluster measure despite the presence of more than one innite cluster. This partly
proves Conjecture 1.9 of Haggstrom (1996). c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is twofold: To introduce a technique that overcomes the
diculties involved in explicitly constructing random cluster measures on a general
innite graph with bounded degree and to give a characterization of nonamenability
for transitive graphs in terms of a phase transition for the random cluster model.
Let us begin by introducing the necessary graph theoretical concepts. First of all,
however, let us state that all innite graphs named G in this paper are assumed to be
connected and to have bounded degree. (However, the graph H introduced in Section 2
by adding a ghost vertex will not have bounded degree.) An innite graph, G=(V; E),
is said to be quasi-transitive if there is a nite set, A= fv1; : : : ; vkg, of vertices such
that for each u2V there is a graph automorphism taking u to vi for some vi 2A. (In
other words, G is quasi-transitive if the automorphism group of G acting on V has
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nitely many orbits.) If the set A can be taken to be a singleton set, then G is said to
be transitive. The graph G is called regular if all vertices have the same degree.
Denition 1.1. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph. The Cheeger constant for G, (G),
is given by
(G)= inf
W  V; jW j<1
j@EW j
jW j ;
where @EW is the edge boundary of W; i.e. the set of edges connecting W to VnW:
If (G)= 0, then G is said to be amenable and in case (G)>0, G is said to be
nonamenable.
Remark. The denition of the Cheeger constant is usually given in terms of the vertex
boundary @W rather than the edge boundary, but the present denition will turn out to
be more convenient for our purposes.
The rst connection between probability theory and amenability of groups was
obtained by Kesten (1959a, b) where he proved that if one takes a nite symmet-
ric generating set for a nitely generated group, then the group is nonamenable if
and only if the return probabilities for simple random walk on the resulting Cayley
graph decay exponentially (or equivalently the resulting Markov operator on L2 has
spectral radius strictly less than one). This result was extended in Gerl (1988) to any
graph of bounded degree where it was shown that the return probabilities for sim-
ple random walk on the graph decay exponentially if and only if the graph is non-
amenable.
Recently, another connection between amenability of groups and probability theory
has been obtained. In Benjamini et al. (1997), it is shown that a group is amenable
if and only if for all <1, there is a G-invariant site percolation on one (all) of its
Cayley graphs such that the probability of a site being on is larger than  but for which
there are no innite components. (This result was motivated by an earlier result for
regular trees in Haggstrom (1997).) See Benjamini et al. (1997) for details and where
the above is stated in a more general setting. A conjecture concerning percolation on
groups is that a group is nonamenable if and only if for one (all) of its Cayley graphs,
there is a nontrivial interval of parameters p such that i.i.d. percolation with parameter
p yields innitely many innite clusters. See Benjamini and Schramm (1996) for details
and a more general conjecture (Conjecture 6) as well as Haggstrom and Peres (1997)
for a related result.
The paper (Wu, 1996) proves a multiple phase transition in the Ising model on some
hyperbolic graphs in that for high temperatures there is a unique Gibbs state and for
low temperatures the free Gibbs state is a convex combination of the plus and minus
states, whereas for an interval of intermediate temperatures the free measure is not
a convex combination of the plus and minus states. It will be a consequence of our
results that the latter phenomenon occurs for the q-state Potts model on a transitive
graph for large enough q if and only if the graph is nonamenable.
In Jonasson and Steif (to appear) a characterization of nonamenability in terms of
a phase transition for the Ising model with a strictly positive external eld is given,
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namely that a quasi-transitive graph is nonamenable if and only if such a phase transi-
tion occurs at low enough (but nonzero) temperatures. In particular this result is valid
for all Cayley graphs of groups.
The main result of the present paper is, together with the construction of innity-
wired random cluster measures on a general graph G, the following relation between
amenability and phase transition in the innity-wired random cluster model. An innity-
wired random cluster measure is dened in the usual Dobrushin{Lanford{Ruelle spirit
in such a way that all innite clusters are considered as one, i.e. connected to each
other at innity. (The idea of regarding all innite clusters as one was introduced by
Haggstrom (1996) where the random cluster model on a homogeneous tree is consid-
ered.) The precise denition will be given in Section 2, Denition 2.2. In Section 2
we also introduce the promised method for nding such measures on a general innite
graph.
Theorem 1.2. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph.
(a) If G is nonamenable and regular with degree d, then there exists a q0<1 such
that for q>q0 and p=(1 − p)2 [q2=(d+=2); q2=(d−=2)] the innity-wired random
cluster model on E exhibits a phase transition, i.e. there exists more than one
innity-wired random cluster measure on f0; 1gE .
(b) If G is amenable and quasi-transitive, then for all q2 [1;1) there is a unique
innity-wired random cluster measure on f0; 1gE for all but at most countably
many values of p.
In particular, if G is transitive then G is nonamenable if and only if the conclusion
in (a) holds.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. For part (a) we will use
a Peierls type of argument and for (b) we translate the convexity and dierentability of
pressure argument of Jonasson and Steif (to appear), Theorem 1.5(b). Part (b) is well
known for G=Zd and this case is proved in Grimmett (1995) where the technique of
which our proof is an extension is used. A special case of (a) is proved in Haggstrom
(1996), namely when G is the homogeneous tree, Tn.
In Section 3.3 we prove the following theorem which partially proves Haggstrom
(1996), Conjecture 1.9. The result is relevant here since it negatively answers a question
that arises naturally in the light of Theorem 1.2(a), namely if the presence of more than
one innite cluster necessarily entails a phase transition for the innity-wired random
cluster model. (However one has to be careful with what to mean with the term \phase
transition" here. See the remark after Lemma 4.3.)
Theorem 1.3. Let G=(V; E)=Tn, the regular tree with degree n+ 1. Let q>1 and
set p0=p(p+ (1− p)q)−1. Then for all p such that
p0>
1− n−1=(n−1)
1− n−n=(n−1) ;
there is a unique innity-wired random cluster measure with parameters p and q.
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Grimmett (1995) proves an analogous result for G=Zd.
In Section 4 we translate Theorem 1.2 into the above-mentioned Potts model result.
Before moving on into Section 2, let us introduce the concept of stochastic mono-
tonicity. If  and  are two measures dened on the same partially ordered measurable
space A, such that
R
A f d6
R
A f d for all increasing measurable functions f, then
we say that  is stochastically dominated by , and we write 6d.
2. The random cluster model on a general graph
The random cluster model was rst introduced in the 1970s by Fortuin and Kasteleyn
(1972) as a tool to handle Ising and Potts models on Zd. The denition of a random
cluster measure on a nite graph is the following. (As usual an edge with (e)= 1 is
said to be open and an edge with (e)= 0 is said to be closed.)
Denition 2.1. Let G=(V; E) be a nite graph. For p 2 [0; 1] and q>0, the random
cluster measure p;qG on f0; 1gE is given by
p;qG ()=
1
Zp;qG
 Y
e2E
p(e)(1− p)1−(e)
!
qk() (1)
for all 2f0; 1gE . Here Zp;qG is the normalizing constant
P
2f0;1gE (
Q
e2E p
(e)
(1− p)1−(e))qk() and k() is the number of connected components in the open sub-
graph of G given by .
In case G is innite this denition does not work but it can be generalized by
taking the so-called thermodynamic limits: Fix a nite set S E, p2 [0; 1], q>0 and
a conguration 2f0; 1gEnS on the edges o S and dene the innity-free random
cluster measure on S with boundary condition  by
p;qS;  ()=
1
Up;qS; 
 Y
e2S
p(e)(1− p)1−(e)
!
ql(; ); (2)
where Up;qS;  is the proper normalizing constant and l(; ) is the number of con-
nected components in the conguration given by  on S and  on EnS that inter-
sect V (S)= fv2V : 9e2 S such that e is incident to vg. Dene also the innity-wired
random cluster measure on S with boundary condition  by
p;qS;  ()=
1
Zp;qS; 
 Y
e2S
p(e)(1− p)1−(e)
!
qk(; ); (3)
where Zp;qS;  is the normalizing constant and k(; ) is the number of nite connected
components in the conguration given by  on S and  on EnS that intersect V (S).
The denition of innite volume (innity-free=innity-wired) random cluster measures
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is now that the conditional probabilities are to satisfy Eq. (2)=Eq. (3). Formally let X
and Y are f0; 1gE-valued random variables with distribution  and , respectively, and
let P be the underlying probability measure.
Denition 2.2. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph. A probability measure, , on
f0; 1gE is said to be an innity-free random cluster measure with parameters p and q if
P(X (S)= jX (EnS)= )=p;qS;  () (4)
for all nite S E, all 2f0; 1gS and -a.e. 2f0; 1gEnS . Similarly a probability
measure, , on f0; 1gE is said to be an innity-wired random cluster measure with
parameters p and q if
P(Y (S)= jY (EnS)= )= p;qS;  () (5)
for all nite S E, all 2f0; 1gS and -a.e. 2f0; 1gEnS .
This denition is analogous to the usual Dobrushin{Lanford{Ruelle denition of an
innite volume Gibbs measure. Innity-free random cluster measures are random cluster
measures in the sense of Grimmett (1995) (where the case G=Zd is considered). They
are obtained by regarding all innite clusters as separate. Innity-wired random cluster
measures, on the other hand, are obtained by regarding all innite clusters as one, i.e.
as wired at innity. These measures were introduced by Haggstrom (1996) for G=Tn,
the homogeneous tree.
Let us now for a while consider the case when G is quasi-transitive and amenable.
Innity-free random cluster measures are then known to exist for q>1. We refer to
Grimmett (1995) for details on Zd. In Grimmett (1995) the following explicit con-
struction of innity-free random cluster measures (on Zd, but it works for any quasi-
transitive amenable graph) is given. Let S1; S2; : : : be nite subsets of E such that
Sn "E and dene the probability measures 0; n and 1; n on f0; 1gE by rst assigning
all edges o Sn the value 0 and 1, respectively, and then assigning values to the edges
of Sn according to (2) with  0 and 1, respectively. (We suppress the superscripts
p and q here in order not to burden the notation and regard them as understood.) By
standard monotonicity arguments based on Holley’s theorem (see e.g. Liggett, 1985)
0;16d0;26d    and 1;1>d1;2>d    so that the weak limits (w.r.t. the weak topol-
ogy on f0; 1gE) 0 and 1 exist. By monotonicity these limits are independent of the
particular sequence fSng and 06d6d1 for any innity-free random cluster mea-
sure  with the same parameters. A consequence of the latter fact is that the question
of phase transition in the innity-free model boils down to the question of whether
0 =1 or not. A phase transition is known to take place on Zd for large q when
p=pc(q), the critical value for percolation, (see Grimmett, 1995) but not for more
than at most a countable number of values of p.
To prove that 0 and 1 are indeed innity-free random cluster measures in the
sense of Denition 2.2 is an exercise in using the denitions of conditional probability
and weak convergence. A crucial fact, proved in Grimmett (1995), for that argument
is that S;() regarded as a function of  is continuous at i-a.e. , i=0; 1. For
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q>1 monotonicity arguments imply that i is automorphism invariant, so the Burton{
Keane theorem (see Burton and Keane, 1989) applies to show that i-a.e.  contains at
most one innite cluster and from this continuity follows. (The Burton{Keane theorem
was originally stated for G=Zd but extends easily to all quasi-transitive amenable
graphs.)
A completely analogous construction yields innity-wired random cluster measures
00 and 1 having the corresponding properties. (The notation 00 is used in order
to save 0 for a third measure appearing below.) Moreover, the Burton{Keane theo-
rem implies that an automorphism invariant measure is an innity-free random cluster
measure if and only if it is also an innity-wired random cluster measure. In particu-
lar 1 = 1 and 0 = 00 so that there is a phase transition in the innity-free model
if and only if there is a phase transition in the innity-wired model for the same
parameters.
Let us now turn back to the general situation. In this case there might be a positive
probability for having more than one innite cluster. This is known to be the case
for, e.g. i.i.d. percolation on Tn, a fact which follows from a simple branching process
argument, and on Tn  Z. For the latter statement see Grimmett and Newman (1990)
where it is shown that for an interval of edge densities there are innitely many innite
clusters whereas for high edge densities there is a unique innite cluster. It has been
conjectured that for any nonamenable graph there is an entire interval of edge densities
for which more than one innite cluster appears. Possible nonuniqueness of innite
clusters causes some new problems. First of all it is clear that in this case the innity-
free model and the innity-wired model disagree and we have to decide on what model
to use. Of course, neither is more \correct" than the other, but in Haggstrom (1996) it is
observed that on Tn the innity-free approach necessarily yields product measure with
density p(p+(1−p)q)−1 for all values of p and q (and thereby uniqueness of random
cluster measures) whereas it is proved that the innity-wired approach gives a much
richer behavior. In particular, it is shown that for q>2 there is a phase transition for an
entire interval of p-values. Since we intend to characterize nonamenability in terms of
a phase transition for the random cluster model we are therefore forced to stick to the
innity-wired model in this paper. Therefore, we will henceforth use the convention
that a random cluster measure is understood to be an innity-wired random cluster
measure.
A second problem with nonuniqueness of innite clusters is that the continuity of
S; () in  fails. (This happens also if we use the innity-free model.) In our innity-
wired world S; () is upper semicontinuous and it can be shown that when we repeat
the constructions of 00 and 1 above for a general graph, then 1 is a random cluster
measure. This might be false, however, for 00. (For the innity-free model S;() is
lower semicontinuous and 0 is an innity-free random cluster measure but 1 might
fail to be. Thus, in order to be consistent we should perhaps have used the notation
11 instead of 1.)
We will now introduce a method of explicitly constructing innity-wired random
cluster measures in the sense of Denition 2.2 that correspond to 0 and 1 in the
amenable case, i.e. two random cluster measures obtained as weak limits of cer-
tain measures with free and wired boundary conditions, respectively, such that their
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denitions do not depend on the particular sequence fSng. The idea is to introduce an
imaginary extra vertex, v0 incident to all vertices of V: We will call v0 a \ghost vertex".
This term was introduced by Aizenman and Barsky in their proof of exponential decay
of the radius distribution for the cluster containing the origin in subcritical i.i.d. bond
percolation on Zd. (See Aizenman and Barsky, 1987.) We thus consider the new graph
H =( V ; E) where V =V [fv0g and E=E [E0 where E0 = f(v; v0); v2Vg. (For each
S  E we write S = S [ S0 in the same way.) We dene a new three-parameter class
of measures on f0; 1g E . The f0; 1g E-valued random variable X below is understood to
have distribution .
Denition 2.3. We say that a probability measure, , on f0; 1g E is a (random cluster)
ghost-measure with parameters r 2 [0; 1], p2 [0; 1] and q>0 if, for all nite S  E, all
2f0; 1g S and -a.e. 2f0; 1g En S
P(X ( S)= jX ( En S)= )= rS; (); (6)
where
rS; ()=
1
Zr;p; qS; 
 Y
e2S0
r(e)(1− r)1−(e)
! Y
e2S
p(e)(1− p)1−e
!
qk(; ); (7)
where k(; ) is the number of nite connected components that intersect V ( S).
In words, a ghost-measure is nothing but a random cluster measure on the edges of
H but with dierent \p-values" for dierent edges depending on whether they are in
E or in E0.
Let us now mimik the standard construction of random cluster measures on quasi-
transitive amenable graphs above. Let Sn "E and set Sn= Sn [ Sn;0, where Sn;0 is the
set of edges going from v0 to one of the vertices of V (Sn). Fix r>0 (this is essential)
and dene the measures r0; n, n=1; 2; : : :, according to Eq. (6) with S = Sn and  0
and dene r1; n analogously with  1. It is clear that ri; n, i=0; 1, have conditional
probabilities according to Eq. (6) for S  Sn. By standard monotonicity arguments we
have for q>1 that r0;16d
r
0;26d    and r1;1>dr1;2>d    so that the weak limits ri
exist and are independent of the sequence f Sng.
Lemma 2.4. Let q>1 and r>0 and let X ri be distributed according to 
r
i , i2f0; 1g.
For any 2f0; 1gE the conditional distribution of X ri (E0) given X ri (E)=  stochasti-
cally dominates product measure with density r(r + (1− r)q)−1 and is stochastically
dominated by product measure with density r. If q<1 the situation the reverse result
holds.
Proof. It follows from standard arguments that the result holds for the projection of
ri; n onto f0; 1gS0 for any nite S0 such that S0 Sn, so the result follows from weak
convergence.
Lemma 2.5. Let r>0. If X ri is a random variable with distribution 
r
i , i2f0; 1g, then
X ri a.s. has a unique innite cluster.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.4 any innite cluster is a.s. connected to v0 and thus a.s. connected
to any other innite cluster.
Now, the next lemma follows on copying the proof of Lemma 3.4 of Grimmett
(1995).
Lemma 2.6. Let r>0. For any nite S  E and any 2f0; 1g S , rS; () is continuous
at ri -a.e. 2f0; 1g En S .
Proposition 2.7. Let q>1 and r>0. The measures r0 and 
r
1 are random cluster
ghost-measures with parameters r, p and q.
This result also follows from copying the proper result of Grimmett (1995), namely
Theorem 3.1(b), but let us do the proof anyway as a \warming up" exercise for the
proof of Theorem 2.9 below.
Proof. Let X be distributed according to r0 and let X1; X2; : : : be distributed according to
r0;1; 
r
0;2; : : : ; respectively, all dened on the same probability space with the underlying
probability measure P. For a cylinder set B2B(f0; 1g En S), we have
P(fX ( S)= g\ fX ( En S)2Bg) =
Z
B
P(X ( S)= jX ( En S)= )r0(d)
= lim
n!1P(fXn( S)= g\ fXn( En S)2Bg)
= lim
n!1
Z
B
P(Xn( S)= jXn( En S)= )r0; n(d)
= lim
n!1
Z
B
rS; ()
r
0; n(d)=
Z
B
rS; ()
r
0(d);
where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.6 and the denition of weak conver-
gence. Since the class of cylinder sets is closed under nite intersections and generate
B(f0; 1g En S), this proves that P(X ( S)= jX ( En S)= )= rS; () for r0 -a.e.  as de-
sired. The proof for r1 is analogous.
Remark. For q<1 the sequences fri; ng may still be monotone (with the order re-
versed). It is an open question whether or not this holds in general. Therefore it is
not clear that the limits exist. However, the compactness of the family of probability
measures on f0; 1g E implies the existence of subsequential weak limits. For these limits
the proof of Proposition 2.7 goes through unchanged.
In the next step, where we assume throughout that q>1, we let r # 0 and obtain the
weak limits i= limr#0 
r
i , i=0; 1. The existence of these limits follows from the fact
that ri is stochastically decreasing in r, a fact which in turn follows from a standard
application of Holley’s theorem. We claim that the projections onto f0; 1gE of these
two measures are random cluster measures. For the proof of that, the following lemma
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is convenient. (This is just Lemma 2.4 Haggstrom (1996) where this is stated for
G=Tn but the proof is valid on any graph.)
Lemma 2.8. Let  be a probability measure on f0; 1gE and let X be a f0; 1gE-valued
random variable with distribution . If, for all e2E and -a.e. 2f0; 1gEne,
P(X (e)= 1jX (Ene)= )=pICe() + p(p+ (1− p)q)−1ICce ()
where Ce is the set of congurations, 0, in f0; 1gEne where the end vertices of e are
either connected in 0 or in two dierent innite connected components of 0, then 
is a random cluster measure with parameters p and q.
Theorem 2.9. Let, for i=0; 1, i be the projection onto f0; 1gE of i. Then 0 and
1 are random cluster measures with parameters p and q.
Proof. As in Proposition 2.7 we do the proof for 0. The proof for 1 is analogous.
Let rn # 0 and let X1; X2; : : : be distributed according to r10 ;  r20 ; : : : ; respectively and let
X be distributed according to 0. Fix an edge e=(u; v)2E. Let Ce be as in Lemma 2.8,
let Ce be the set of congurations, 0 2f0; 1g Ene, such that u and v are either connected
in 0 or in two dierent innite connected components of 0 and set, for n=1; 2; : : : ; C(n)e
to be the set of congurations in f0; 1g Ene such that u and v are either connected
by a path of open edges in Sn or both connected to En Sn. Note that C(n)e # Ce and
that since X (E0) 0 a.s. we have for any set B2f0; 1gEne that P(X ( Ene)2 Ce \B 
f0; 1gE0 ) =P(X (Ene)2Ce \B).
Now x any cylinder set B2B(f0; 1gEne) and set p0=p(p+ (1− p)q)−1. ThenZ
B
P(X (e)= 1jX (Ene)= )0(d)
=P(fX (e)= 1g\ fX (Ene)2Bg)
= lim
n!1P(fXn(e)= 1g\ fXn(Ene)2Bg)
= lim
n!1
Z
Bf0;1gE0
P(Xn(e)= 1jXn(Ene)= ; Xn(E0)= 0)rn0 (d(; 0))
= lim
n!1(pP(Xn(
Ene)2 Ce \B f0; 1gE0 )
+p0P(Xn( Ene)2 Cce \B f0; 1gE0 ));
by weak convergence and Proposition 2.7. Since standard monotonicity arguments
imply that P(Xn( Ene)2 Ce \B  f0; 1gE0 ) is decreasing in n and we also have that
C(m)e decreases in m we have
lim
n!1P(Xn(
Ene)2 Ce \B f0; 1gE0 )
= lim
n!1 limm!1P(Xn(
Ene)2 C(m)e \B f0; 1gE0 )
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= lim
m!1 limn!1P(Xn(
Ene)2 C(m)e \B f0; 1gE0 )
= lim
m!1P(X (
Ene)2 C(m)e \B f0; 1gE0 ) =P(X (Ene)2Ce \B);
by weak convergence as C(m)e is a cylinder set, and the above. Thus,Z
B
P(X (e)= 1jX (Ene)= )0(d)
=pP(X (Ene)2Ce \B) + p0P(X (Ene)2Cce \B)
=
Z
B
(pICe() + p
0ICce ())0(d);
i.e. P(X (e)= 1jX (Ene)= )=pICe() + p0ICce () 0-a.e. and the result follows from
Lemma 2.8.
Remark. We do not need the ghost vertex for the construction of 1. Set 01; n to be
r1; n with r=0. Then 1 = inf r inf n 
r
1; n= inf n inf r 
r
1; n= inf n 
0
1; n. Now let 1; n be the
projection onto f0; 1gE of 01; n and it follows that 1 = inf n 1; n. On the other hand, if
we let 0; n be the projection of 00; n, then 00 := limn!1 0; n does not always equal
0; we are not allowed to reverse the order of a supremum and an inmum.
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
3.1. Phase transition in the nonamenable case
The time has come to prove Theorem 1.2(a) which said that if G is nonamenable
and regular, then for q large enough there is an entire interval of values of p for which
there is more than one random cluster measure. We start with two lemmas. The rst
one is due to Kesten (1982) and the second one is an immediate consequence of the
denition of the Cheeger constant.
Lemma 3.1. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph with maximum degree d and x an
arbitrary edge e0 2E. For m=1; 2; : : :, let Cm(e0) be the family of connected subsets
of E of size m containing e0. Then
jCm(e0)j6(e(2d+ 1))m:
Lemma 3.2. Let G=(V; E) be a regular graph with degree d. For a nite set, W V ,
let E−(W ) be the set of edges with both end vertices in W and let E+(W )=E−(W )[
@EW be the set of edges with at least one end vertex in W: Then
jE−(W )j
jW j 6
d− 
2
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and
jE+(W )j
jW j >
d+ 
2
:
Proof of Theorem 1.2(a). We will eventually specify how large a q to choose but
from now on we assume that p=(1− p)2 [q2=(d+=2); q2=(d−=2)].
Let X be a random variable with distribution 0, let X r have distribution r0 and X
r
n
be distributed according to r0; n and let P be the underlying probability measure. We
start by proving that for any >0 we may pick q so large that for any edge, e0, we
have P(X (e0)= 1)6. Pick the sequence fSng such that Sn "E and e0 2 S1 and pick
a  such that <=(2d− ). Set r= =2 and x n so large that
jP(X rn (e0)= 1)− P(X r(e0)= 1)j6=2:
Observe that
fX rn (e0)= 1g=
1[
m=1
[
C 2Cm(e0)
fX rn 2ACg;
where AC is the set of congurations where the connected component of open edges
that e0 is found in (disregarding possible edges to v0) is exactly C. Let BC be the
set of congurations where no more than jV (C)j of the edges connecting V (C)
to v0 are open and let DC =AC \BC . By Lemma 2.4 and Markov’s inequality we
have that P(X rn 2AC)62P(X rn 2DC). Now, for C  Sn, let us compare the probabili-
ties for fX rn 2DCg and fX rn (C [ @EV (C)) 0g\ fX rn 2BCg. For any outcome in the
latter event compared with the corresponding outcome in the former (i.e. the outcome
which agrees on the edges connecting V (C) to v0) we lose (p=(1 − p))jE−(V (C))j=
(p=(1 − p))jCj from losing open edges but we win at least q(1−)jV (C)j from winning
more clusters. Therefore,
P(X rn (e0)= 1)6 2
1X
m=1
X
C2Cm(e0)
P(X rn 2DC)
P(fX rn (C [ @EV (C)) 0g\ fX rn 2BCg)
6 2
1X
m=1
X
C2Cm(e0)
(p=(1− p))jCj
q(1−)jV (C)j
6 2
1X
m=1
X
C2Cm(e0)
(p=(1− p))m
q2m(1−)=(d−)
6 2
1X
m=1
X
C2Cm(e0)
(q2=(d−=2)−2(1−)=(d−))m
6 2
1X
m=1
(e(2d+ 1)q2=(d−=2)−2(1−)=(d−))m
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by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1 and since the exponent of q is less than 1 (by the fact that
<=(2d − )) we can pick q large enough to make sure that this expression is less
than =2. Thus P(X (e0)= 1)6P(X r(e0)= 1)6 as desired.
Note that as an immediate consequence of the above result, 0(e0 $ 1)62d.
Here fe0 $1g is the event that at least one of the end vertices of e0 is connected to
innity by a path of open edges and the bound follows from the the obvious fact that
in order for this to happen at least one of the edges incident to e0 must be open. Now
in order to prove phase transition we prove that 1(e0 $ 1)>2d for small enough
. We do so by proving that 1; n(e0 $ @V (Sn))> 12 , say, for all n. (Recall the remark
after Theorem 2.9.)
Let Yn be distributed according to 1; n and let W denote the random subset of ver-
tices that are not connected to @V (Sn) in the Yn-conguration. We want to prove that
P(e0 2E−(W))< 12 . Given W=W , Yn(E−(W )) is distributed according to 0; E−(W ),
i.e. the measure on f0; 1gE−(W ) with free boundary condition, see the remark after
Theorem 2.9. (Note that the event fW=Wg is measurable with respect to the -
algebra generated by fYn(e): e2EnE−(W )g.) This measure is dominated by the pro-
jection of r0; E−(W ) for any r>0. Therefore, if E−(W ) contains e0, the conditional
probability that Yn(e0)= 1 is at most  by the above result. Thus, by Markov’s in-
equality, P(W=W )62P(fW=Wg\B) where B is the event that at most 2jE−(W )j
of the edges of E−(W ) are open.
Let us now compare the outcomes, , of fW=Wg\B with the outcomes  where
we ip the values of all the edges of E+(W ), i.e. (e)= (e) for e 2 SnnE+(W ) and
(e)= 1 − (e) for e2E+(W ). Changing  to  gives us at least (1 − 4)jE+(W )j
more open edges and we lose no more than jW j clusters. (Remember that all vertices
outside Sn are regarded as connected to each other.) Thus,
P(Yn= )
P(Yn= )
6
qjW j
(p=(1− p))(1−4)(d+)jW j=2
6
qjW j
q(1−4)(d+)jW j=(d+=2)
= (q1−(1−4)(d+)=(d+=2))jW j := ajW j
by Lemma 3.2. Due to the algebraic fact that i=i6c; i=1; : : : ; k implies that (
Pk
i=1 i)=
(
Pk
i=1 i)6c we get that P(W=W )62a
jW j for all W such that e0 2E−(W ). Since
the exponent of q above is less than 1 for  small enough we can by picking q large
make a arbitrarily small. By using Lemma 3.1 and rewriting the event fe0 2E−(W)g
in the same spirit as above we get
P(e0 2E−(W))6
1X
m=1
(e(2d+ 1)a)m6
1
2
for suciently small a. The proof is complete.
Remark. The above proof can be generalized slightly. If all but at most nitely
many of the vertices have degree d, then Lemma 3.2 essentially holds for all but
nitely many sets W . Therefore, the rst part can be carried out for all but at most
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nitely many edges e so it is clear that this will not cause anything more than technical
problems. Thus, Theorem 1.2(a) holds for e.g. an n-ary tree with a proper root or for
the kind of hyperbolic graphs considered in Wu (1996).
3.2. No phase transition in the amenable case
We will generalize the proofs of Jonasson and Steif, to appear, Section 3.2 and
Grimmett (1995), Section 4 which are in turn extensions of methods originally intro-
duced in Lebowitz and Martin-Lof (1972) and Ruelle (1972). Since the present proof
does not contain anything new, the presentation will be kept compact.
Let G be any amenable graph with maximum degree d. Let fSng be a sequence
of subsets of E such that Sn "E and j@EV (Sn)j=jSnj! 0. Consider the measures 1 =
limn!1 1; n and 00 = limn!1 0; n where 1; n and 0; n are dened as in the remark
after Theorem 2.9. As noted there 1; n is a random cluster measure and if uniqueness
of the (possible) innite cluster is in force, then so is 00. In any case 006d6d1
for all random cluster measures .
Recall the normalizing constant Zp;qSn;  of Eq. (3), i.e.
Zp;qSn; =
X
2f0;1gSn
 Y
e2Sn
p(e)(1− p)1−(e)
!
qk(; );
where k(; ) is the number of nite connected components that intersect V (Sn). Let
a() denote the set of open edges of  and set
Yp;qSn; =(1− p)−jSnjZ
p;q
Sn; 
=
X
2f0;1gSn
qk(; )eja()j; (8)
where = log(p=(1− p)). Let
f(n; ; q)= jSnj−1 log Yp;qSn; : (9)
Now x q and x a 0 and consider the sequence ff0(n; ; q)g. By inspection of
Eq. (9) there is a K =K(0; q) such that f0(n; ; q)2 [0; K] for every n and 2 [0; 0].
By compactness there exists a sequence fnig such that limi!1 f0(ni; ; q) exists for
all rational 2 [0; 0].
Now for xed n and  we have
@
@
f0(n; ; q)= jSnj−10; n(ja()\ Snj) (10)
and
@2
@2
f0(n; ; q)= jSnj−1(0; n(ja()\ Snj2)− (0; n(ja()\ Snj))2)>0:
Thus f0(n; ; q) is convex in  for each n and it follows from (e.g. Ellis, 1985,
Theorem V1.3.3(a)) that limi!1 f
0(ni; ; q) exists for all 2 [0; 0] and is convex in
. Denote this limit f(; q). This limit function may depend on fSng and fnig and
also on the fact that we have been working with free boundary conditions. However, if
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fng is an arbitrary sequence of boundary conditions, then jk(; n)−k(; 0)j6j@V (Sn)j
and so jfn(n; ; q)−f0(n; ; q)j6(log q)j@V (Sn)j=jSnj! 0. Hence limi!1 fni (ni; ; q)
equals f(; q) for any sequence of boundary conditions.
Being convex implies that f(; q) is dierentiable for all but at most countably many
values of . Now x such a . By Lemma IV.6.3 in Ellis (1985) and the above we
have that
@
@
fni (ni; ; q)! @@f(; q)
for any boundary conditions. Applying this to Eq. (10) and the analogous equation for
wired boundary condition and taking the dierence yields
lim
i!1
jSni j−1(1; ni(ja()\ Sni j)− 0; ni(ja()\ Sni j))= 0
for all but countably many values of p such that  2 [0; 0]. However, since 0 was
arbitrary we have established the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Let G=(V; E) be an amenable graph with uniformly bounded degree
and x q>1. Then for any sequence fSng of nite subsets of E such that Sn "E and
j@EV (Sn)j=jSnj! 0, there is a subsequence, fnig, such that
lim
i!1
jSni j−1(1; ni(ja()\ Sni j)− 0; ni(ja()\ Sni j))= 0
for all but at most countably many values of p.
Proof of Theorem 1.2(b). Let fSng be as in Proposition 3.3 and x p and q>1.
Write V =V1 [    [Vk where the Vj’s are the orbits of the automorphism group of
G acting on V . By [2, Proposition 3.6] there are strictly positive constants, 1; : : : ; k
such that jV (Sn)\Vjj=jSnj! j for j=1; : : : ; k. Now write E=E1 [    [El where
the Em’s are the orbits of the automorphism group of G acting on E. (We have
l6dk.) Since j@EV (Sn)j=jSnj! 0 we have that jSn \Emj=jSnj! m for m=1; : : : ; l
where m> := minj j=d for all m.
Now if 00 6= 1, then there is an m such that 1((e)= 1) − 00((e)= 1) := >0
for all e2Em. (The measures 00 and 1 are automorphism invariant.) However if this
is the case then by stochastic monotonicity
jSnj−11; n(ja()\ Snj)> jSnj−11(ja()\ Snj)
> jSnj−100(ja()\ Snj) + >jSnj−10; n(ja()\ Snj) + 
which contradicts Proposition 3.3 for all but at most countably many values of p. Thus
Theorem 1.2(b) follows.
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3
We do the proof for G=T2; it extends in a straightforward way to Tn; n>3.
For arbitrary p and q>1, x any random cluster measure,  with those parameters.
We claim that if ((e)= 1)= 1((e)= 1) for every e 2 E, then = 1. This is
the case since by Strassen’s theorem (see e.g. Lindvall, 1992) we can dene random
variables X and X1 on a common probability space with underlying probability measure
P in such a way that X has distribution , X1 has distribution 1 and X6X1 a.s.
However, by assumption P(X (e) 6=X1(e))=P(X1(e)= 1)− P(X (e)= 1)=0 for every
e so by countable additivity X =X1 a.s.
Now, x q>1 and an edge e=(u; v) and let Tu and Tv be the left and right sub-
trees, i.e. the trees descending from u and v, respectively. In order to prove that
((e)= 1)>1((e)= 1) for large enough p, we shall prove that for large p, e will
with probability 1 be completely surrounded by some nite set W of vertices of which
all are connected to innity via open edges. (Formally, we dene the statement \e
is completely surrounded by W " as meaning that every path from e to innity inter-
sects W . Note that our claim is stronger than just saying that e is completely surrounded
by open edges which is the case as soon as the closed edges do not percolate.) Let us
call such a set a wiring set if in addition no vertex of W is a descendant of any other
vertex in W . Here we say that w0 is a descendant of w and that w is an ascendant of
w0 if every path from u to w0 goes through w. If in addition w is adjacent to w0 then
we say that w is the mother of w0 and that w0 is a daughter of w0. Then, knowing
that a wiring set exists, the conditional distribution of X inside it will stochastically
dominate the projection of 1.
Let us rst extend X to a random variable on f0; 1gV [ E by declaring a vertex w to be
open if there is a path of open edges from w to innity through the set of descendants of
w. If w is not declared open then we call it closed. Second, let Y be another f0; 1gV [ E-
valued random variable (dened on the same probability space) by rst letting Y (E)
be an i.i.d. percolation with edge density p0=p(p + (1 − p)q)−1 and then declaring
vertices to be open or closed in the same way as we did for X (V ). Since X (E)>dY (E)
it follows that X>dY . Next, x p such that p0=(1 − 2−1=(2−1))=(1 − 22=(2−1))= 23 .
Then basic branching process theory tells us that P(Y (w)= 0) is given by the smallest
solution of the equation
s=(2s=3 + 1=3)2;
i.e. P(Y (w)= 0)= 14 . We now ask ourselves: Can there be a path from e to inn-
ity using only vertices, w, with Y (w)= 0? If we can answer this question with a
no, that would also imply that the same question for the X (V )-conguration is an-
swered negatively and thereby establish the existence of a wiring set for the X (E)-
conguration. The answer is not obvious, however, because of the strong dependence
between the Y (w)’s. We shall make use of the fact that the distribution of the statuses
of the descendants of a vertex w given the statuses of w and all other vertices just
depends on Y (w). For a xed w, let wa and wb denote the two daughters of w. Then,
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for xa; xb 2 f0; 1g,
P(Y (wa)= xa; Y (wb)= xbjY (w)= 0)
=
P(Y (wa)= xa; Y (wb)= xb; Y (w)= 0)
P(Y (w)= 0)
=
(( 34 )(
1
3 ))
xa+xb( 14 )
2−xa−xb
1
4
=

1
2
xa+xb 1
2
2−xa−xb
;
i.e. the conditional distribution of (Y (wa); Y (wb)) given Y (w)= 0 is product measure
with density 12 .
Now let us try to nd a path from u to innity through the left tree, Tu, through
only Y -closed vertices using the following search algorithm. First order the vertices,
fw1; w2; : : :g in such a way that w1 = u, w2 and w3 are the daughters of u, w4; : : : ; w7 are
the granddaughters of u, etc. Start the search by checking the value of Y (w1). Then,
at each step, we check the next vertex in the ordering for which we have not already
found an ascendant, w, with Y (w)= 1. If at some step there is no such vertex, then
the search terminates and in this case we know that there is no path from u to innity
through Tu using only Y -closed vertices. If in addition an analogous search for the
same kind of path through Tv also terminates, then we have established the existence
of a wiring set. However, from the above it follows that for each new vertex w we
check, the conditional probability that Y (w)= 0 given what we have seen so far is at
most 12 . This means that given the order fwk1 ; wk2 ; : : :g in which we happen to check
the vertices, we always have
(Y (wk1 ); Y (wk2 ); : : :)>d(Z(wk1 ); Z(wk2 ); : : :);
where the Zwk ’s are i.i.d. with Pr(Z(wk =0)=1−Pr(Z(wk)= 1)= 12 , k =1; 2; : : : . Since
the Z(wk)’s correspond to applying the same search algorithm to search for an innite
cluster of open vertices in an i.i.d. site percolation with density 12 , it follows from an
application of Strassen’s theorem that the search algorithm will terminate a.s. for Tu as
well as Tv. (The critical value for percolation on Tn is well known to be 1=n with no
percolation at the critical value.) Since X (E)>dY (E) another application of Strassen’s
theorem entails that e will a.s. be surrounded by a wiring set in the X (E)-conguration
as desired.
Now, x  > 0 and let Sk "E and x k so large that the probability that we can
nd a wiring set, W , that surrounds e, in the X (E)-conguration such that W  Sk is
at least 1− . Let W be the random set of vertices dened as the outmost wiring set
inside Sk , i.e. the unique wiring set in which all vertices, w, are either in @V (Sk) or
connected to @V (Sk) by a path of closed vertices. The event fW=Wg is measurable
with respect to the -algebra generated by
fX (w0): w0descendant of w for some w 2 Wg:
Therefore, with W =W [fw0: w0 ascendant to w for some w 2 Wg, the distribution
of X (E−( W )) givenW=W is 1; E−( W ) which stochastically dominates 1; k . SinceW
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is degenerate with probability at most , we have
((e)= 1)=P(X (e)= 1)>
X
W  Sk
P(X (e)= 1jW=W )P(W=W )
> (1− )1; k((e)= 1)>(1− )1((e)= 1)
proving that ((e)= 1)= 1((e)= 1) and since e was arbitrary it follows that = 1
for p0= 23 . That the result also holds for all p such that p
0> 23 now easily follows
from monotonicity arguments.
4. A consequence for the Potts model
We assume that the reader is familiar with the Potts model, but in order to introduce
our notation, let us give a formal denition. The parameter , the inverse temperature,
is a positive real number and q is a positive integer.
Denition 4.1. Let  be a probability measure on f1; : : : ; qgV , let Y be a random
variable distributed according to  and let P be the underlying probability measure.
We say that  is a Gibbs measure for the q-state Potts model with inverse temperature
 if, for every nite W V , every !2f1; : : : ; qgW and -a.e. !0 2f1; : : : ; qgVnW ,
P(Y (W )=!jY (VnW )=!0)= 1
ZW;!0
e−2D(!); (11)
where ZW;!0 is a normalizing constant and
D(!)=
X
u; v2W : uv
If!(u) 6=!(v)g +
X
u2W;w2@W : uv
If!(u)6=!0(v)g:
Gibbs measures for the Potts model are constructed in the same way as random clus-
ter measures. Let Wn "V and let, for k =1; : : : ; q, k; n be the measure given by rst set-
ting !(v)= k for all v2VnWn and then assigning spins to v2Wn according to Eq. (11)
with W =Wn and !0 k. By monotonicity properties the limits k = limn!1 k; n ex-
ist and since the interactions of the Potts model are only local (which is not the
case for the random cluster model) it is straightforward to verify that the k ’s in-
deed satisfy Denition 4.1. This also goes for the free measure, f, which is obtained
as the limit limn!1 f;n where f;n is just the Potts measure on the nite graph
(Wn; E−(Wn)), i.e. the vertices o Wn do not have any inuence. (It is not obvious that
the limit exists through the whole sequence, fWng, but this existence is a consequence of
Lemma 4.2(b) below and the monotonicity of f0; ng.)
There is a close correspondence between the Potts model and the random cluster
model. It is captured by the following well known lemma, which was rst proved
by Swendsen and Wang (1987). Here p=1 − e−2 and 0; n and 1; n are the
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projections onto f0; 1gE of 00; n and 01; n as in Section 2 with Sn=E−(Wn). Recall that
limn!1 1; n= 1 but that about limn!1 0; n, which we denote 00, we only know that
it is dominated by 0. (It might, as for G=Tn with large p, be strictly stochastically
smaller.)
Lemma 4.2. (a) Construct a f0; 1gSn -valued random variable, X , by
(i) Picking Y according to j; n,
(ii) Letting X (e)= 1 with probability p if the end vertices of e have the same spin
in Y , and with probability 0 otherwise, independently for dierent edges.
If j2f1; : : : ; qg, then X is distributed according to (the projection of ) 1; n and if
j=f, then X is distributed according to (the projection of ) 0; n.
(b) Construct a f1; : : : ; qgWn -valued random variable, Y , by
(i) Picking X according to i; n,
(ii) Letting all vertices that are part of the same connected component of X get the
same spin, uniformly chosen from f1; : : : ; qg, independently for dierent connected
components. (Remember here that innite clusters are regarded as connected at
innity.)
If i=0, then Y is distributed according to (the projection of ) f;n and if i=1,
then Y is distributed according to (the projection of )
Pq
k=1 k; n=q.
One well-known consequence of Lemma 4.2 is that the Potts model exhibits a phase
transition if and only if 1 percolates. Another consequence which is more interesting
from our point of view is the following:
Lemma 4.3. The measures f and
Pq
k=1 n=q are equal if and only if 00 = 1.
Proof. The case q=1 is trivial so assume throughout the proof that q>2. Assume rst
that 00 6= 1. Then there is an edge, e=(u; v), such that 1((e)= 1)−00((e)= 1)= c
>0. Since 0; n6d 00 and 1; n>d 1 for all n we have that 1; n((e)= 1)−0; n((e)=
1)>c for all n. However, since i; n((e)= 1)=pi; n(Ce)+p(p+(1−p)q)−1i; n(Cce )
for i=0; 1 it follows that 1; n(Ce) − 0; n(Ce)>c0>0 for all n for some c0 and so
for some c00>0 1; n(u$ v) − 0; n(u $ v)>c00 for all n. Here the set fu$ vg is
the set of congurations for which u is connected to v by an open path or where u
and v are in dierent innite clusters and Ce is as in Lemma 2.8. By Lemma 4.2(b)
(
Pq
k=1 k; n=q)(!(u)=!(v))− f;n=q(!(u)=!(v))>c000>0 for all n so by weak con-
vergence (
Pq
k=1 n=q)(!(u)=!(v))− f(!(u)=!(v))>c000. Thus f 6=
Pq
k=1 k=q.
On the other hand, if 00 = 1, then the probability for having more than one innite
cluster must be 0. The reason for this is that if this is not the case then for any edge e
there is a positive probability that if e is open then it connects two otherwise dierent
innite clusters. However, by conditioning on the conguration o e and using the de-
nitions of 00 and 1 this would imply that 00((e)= 1)<1((e)= 1), a contradiction.
The uniqueness of a possible innite cluster implies that for any two vertices u0 and v0
00(u0$ v0)= limn!1 0; n(u0$ v0) and 1(u0$ v0)= limn!1 1; n(u0$ v0). (The
uniqueness of the possible innite cluster is crucial for the rst one of these equalities.)
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Therefore, qX
k=1
k=q
!
(!(u0)=!(v0)) = lim
n!1 1; n(!(u
0)=!(v0))
= 1=q+ ((q− 1)=q) lim
n!1 1; n(u
0$ v0)
= 1=q+ ((q− 1)=q) lim
n!1 0; n(u
0$ v0)
= f(!(u0)=!(v0)):
Since all one-dimensional events trivially have the same probabilities for (
Pq
k=1 k=q)
and f, this implies that the same goes for all two-dimensional events. In the
same manner it can be shown that all nite-dimensional events have the samePq
k=1 k=q- and f-probabilities, i.e. the two measures are equal.
Remark. The proof of the above lemma gives a simple argument that if G, p and q are
such that there is a positive 1-probability for having more than one innite cluster, then
00 6= 1. However, this does not imply a phase transition for the random cluster model
in our sense for such cases as the argument fails to prove that 0 6= 1. On the contrary
Theorem 1.3 gives examples of such situations where there is no phase transition.
Since 006d 0 an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 1.2 is the
promised result:
Theorem 4.4. Let G=(V; E) be an innite graph.
(a) If G is nonamenable and regular with degree d, then there is a q0 such that for
q>q0 and e2 − 12 [q2=(d+=2); q2=(d−=2)], we have f 6=
Pq
k=1 k=q.
(b) If G is amenable and quasi-transitive, then f =
Pq
k=1 k for all but at most
countably many values of .
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